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A Great Day for Area Model Railroaders
Modeling Outreach Program Joint Event with the James River Division by Martin
Brechbiel, MMR and Andrew Dodge, MMR
On Saturday, November 16, we traveled out to Warrenton for a day of clinics, layouts to visit, a
model contest, and more. This was our Final Fall Fling, as it was our last event of the year. Despite
a forecast of cold weather, the sky was clear and blue, and it was a beautiful day to get together
with our fellow members in the James River Division. The members of both Divisions along with
other modelers farther afield filled the main
room where we gathered for coffee and
donuts, a railroad-themed train cake baked by
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First, a few words about the facility and our
host. Little did we know that the Battlefield
Baptist Church would be such a spectacular
host for our event. They arranged for parking
directions and signs and were on hand
rendering assistance throughout the day
dedicated to making this a successful event for
us. Pastor Greg Corcoran made sure we had the
best of possibilities available for us and after
Phil Taylor and Martin Brechbiel opened the
meeting, provided us with a prayer. We passed
KFC buckets for donations for "Feed the
Children," which is a program to help those
around the world in need of good food. The
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generosity of our two Divisions and the railroading community was on full display with a real net
totaling $400.
Thereafter, the clinics portion of the program commenced in two neighboring classrooms with
the clinics up on large TV screens. All we had to do was make sure the laptops talked with the TV’s
and we were good for the day. Terry Terrance provided an in-depth account of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, while relating the design and construction of his own layout, with his clinic,
“Modeling the B&O West End.” This was particularly interesting, with a large audience that paid
rapt attention as Terry’s layout, which is scheduled for demolition and relocation in the near
future. Jerry Stanley was holding court with his clinic, “Building the Building for Building the
Layout.” Jerry works in the construction business, and so he actually does know which end of the
hammer to use to drive a nail. He also knows, unlike most of us, that building an actual building
just for the layout takes a level of expertise beyond most modelers’ ability, even if we are willing
to slap up a few walls and run a few wires here and there. Jerry is also a very good teacher, and
regaled the room with the process that one has to navigate to get these things done correctly.
We took a break after these two clinics to down more coffee and donuts, and to start in on that
railroad-themed train cake! All the cake was edible, including the diesel locomotive. Depending
on your taste, you could select one area with raspberry filling, another with marshmallows, and
last but not least, blueberries. Even the trees and ballast were part of the food for the day.
After additional fortification with more caffeine and pastry, we all headed back to the clinics.
Over in the one room Rod Vance kicked off that side of the program with his clinic, "Vinegar,
Pickles, and Railroads... Oh My!," on the pickle and vinegar industry as it pertains to the railroads.
There is more to this topic than most really know or can appreciate, and there’s even a very good
book on the topic. However, the one real take-home message here is that there was a huge,
diverse prototype railroad car population far beyond anything that kits address.
While Rod was pickling in one room, in the other room, John Sethian was busy with his clinic
“Modeling in Two Rail O Scale,” teaching all in the room about O scale. Much of John’s presentation
pertained to just how accessible O scale is, and he was doing his level best to dispel what are a
host of musty myths about O scale being too expensive, requiring too much room, and that the
layouts are “plywood central” without scenery. Many came away with a changed outlook on O
scale, finding that there is a lot available at prices very competitive with HO! After these two
clinics ended, we all took a break for more coffee and donuts, and to seriously attack that railroadthemed train cake!
Rather than have the planned Achievement Program Q&A session, in light of the time and that
we had at least six MMR’s in the room, Mat Thompson, MMR and AP Coordinator for the Division,
was invited to the podium where he brought up Ernie Little to present him with his seventh AP
certificate (Cars) and then present him with his MMR certificates and plaque. C Ernie discussed
what the MMR journey meant for him, and focused
on all that he learned about building models just by
doing the Cars category to reach MMR status. Ernie
is MMR No. 647! Next time you see him, make sure
you congratulate him on his achievement!
Kurt Thompson, MMR, President of the Region also
took the podium to do a little candidate recruiting
for the 2020 elections. We also used the opportunity
to remind folks that the Division has its own
elections upcoming for two Board positions and that
it takes people like those in attendance to make
these Outreach events possible.
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We had a model theme of flat cars, and
there were a healthy number of models
on the tables. Some of Ernie’s cars were
there on display as well! This was a
popular vote contest and the first place
vote getter was our own Andrew Dodge,
MMR. D The near-final activity of the
morning session was a raffle. Everyone
who was a voter in the model contest
qualified for the drawing, and this provided good fun entertainment. We closed the morning session
and dismissed the crowd to go off to lunch, and then to the two layouts that were open between 1
and 4 PM. But the final activity of the day was to clean up and put everything back the way the
church provided it for
our use. “Police the
area” was the order of
the day, and that was
followed with
enthusiasm.
After the being given
the final clearance for
departure, folks headed
out to Terry Terrance’s
to see his layout. E
There was a good
healthy crowd in a
basement full of a
layout and running trains. Martin was assigned a train that immediately failed when he took
control. “I’m a technology jinx!” Martin says. With another engine and a decreasing number of cars
in his train, it was off, round and round the layout until it was time for more food! Terry and his
wife had a full table of food for all. This was a complete afternoon of fun with friends and a
perfect way to spend a day out on model railroad activities.
Cam Green was our other host on the layout program Saturday afternoon. F He models the
Maine Central in HO, with a beautiful fleet of nicely weathered diesels from the 70s era. Most of
the trackwork is in place,
with a number of
buildings and scenery
progressing along to
enhance his modeling
project. One scene was
of particular interest in
that it was the most
completed: a handsome
steel bridge over a water
inlet. One point that was
reinforced, and a lesson
to all modelers: never let
it be your point of view
that you cannot learn
something from another
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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modeler just because they model in a different scale or time period. The water scene was quite
impressive and easily done. Instead of the popular and expensive epoxies, Cam used a product
from Walgreen’s or Walmart etc. called “Mod Podge.” It is already a liquid, has no odor, is easy to
use, and cheap.
So, we had a great attendance, and we hope to do this again at the Battlefield Baptist Church.
We cannot say enough positive things about the Church, Pastor Corcoran, and his crew at going well
above and beyond to make our event a success. And, we also owe a lot to our own, Jerry (the
Fireball) Stanley, who set this in motion and pushed it up and over the mountain to the finish line.
We know that the traffic, bridges, and Potomac River crossings keep some from traveling to
Warrenton, but we had attendees not only from James River and Potomac Divisions, we also had
visitors that traveled from Indianapolis!
So our final thoughts are that this success indicates an interest by our members in such a
program becoming a regular event in our Division. We’re going to have another similar program on
March 7, 2020, in Clinton, MD at the Surratt House and Museum. Please check the website for
details, and make sure you bring a caboose and a story to share with others. While you are on the
web, you can see our preliminary plans for the Minicon on April 4, 2020. We are also hoping to
have another scheduled program at the Northern Virginia model club in Vienna in June next year.
We’d like to have such an event in Maryland in either Montgomery or Prince George’s counties,
but we need your help to do that. We need you to find that venue that we can use for two to four
clinics in the morning on a Saturday that realistically meets with the Division’s limited budget.
Contact MMRs Martin Brechbiel or Andrew Dodge if you’ve got a suitable meeting place so we can
get to work with you to put together another event like this one.
[Ed note: We have many more pictures that will be included on the web page] X
Return to Bill of Lading

Liberty Bell: Clinics, Layout Tours, and Honors!

It was probably the Potomac
Division’s own MMR, Mat
Thompson, who summed up the
dominant opinion of participants
at this year’s annual Mid-Eastern
Region convention: “The best
part of this year’s MER
Convention for me was the
excellent selection of clinics.”
There were more than 80 of
them, many conducted by
Potomac members, including
Mat, MMRs Martin Brechbiel and
Brian Sheron, Marshall Abrams,
Gil Fuchs, Nick Kalis, Bernie
Kempinski, Lance Mindheim,
Marty McGuirk, and Bob Sprague.
There were also more than 40 layout tours.
Ernie Little was honored at the convention as the Division’s newest MMR, #647. Bernie Kempinski
took the convention’s contest prize for “Best in Show” for his model of a Civil War-era Lee-Brooke
Rail Gun, B while Martin Brechbiel won the Charles Hladik Memorial Award for a southern
prototype freight car for his model of a Cumberland Valley automobile box car. C
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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The Flyer asked several
Division members for their
impressions of Liberty Bell, and
here’s some of what they
reported:
New MMR Ernie Little tells us
he went to a wide array of
clinics, including:
“Hunterline Weathering Mix”
presented by Rick and Maureen
Hunter. The two presenters
demonstrated the use of their
products being applied to wood
and also a couple of the kits they sell. A very good presentation and many questions were answered
concerning the application of their products.
“Using Model Railroad Switch List Software” presented by Marshall Abrams. Marshall provided a
PowerPoint showing different methods of providing switch lists for use in operating sessions—good
information.
“Hot Rod Chicken: The Chicken Car and Live Poultry Transportation” presented by Kaylee Zheng.
An excellent presentation of her research and construction of live poultry transportation cars. The
presentation covered how she got involved in a project to build 50 model railroad LTC cars,
pictures of the prototype, and drawings of the cars she was going to construct. She also provided
details on the problems she encountered in making the scaled drawings and construction of the
prototype model car.
“Painting 101—Locomotives and Rolling Stock”
presented by Mike Baker. Mike presented information on
the painting of locomotives and rolling stock and provided
several good tips on what to do and not do when painting.
“Becoming Prototypical” presented by our own Mat
Thompson, MMR. D Mat provided insight into how he had
come up with the concept of his home layout and some of
the things he did that were prototypical and other actions
he took that are different from the prototype railroad he
modeled. An excellent presentation that many in
attendance found interesting and informative.
“AP Master Modeler- Motive Power: You Can Do
It”, presented by Alan Mende. Alan provided
information regarding the requirements for this
AP category. He showed the audience what the
requirements were and that, in fact, you don’t
have to scratch build the entire locomotive. He
provided several examples of what could be done
using kits, kitbashing, and modifying locomotives
to meet the requirements of the AP.
“Tank Cars 101” presented by Rich Mahaney.
This clinic provided information concerning the
various types of tank cars, how they were constructed, and how they could be recognized.
An excellent PowerPoint with pictures and pertinent information about each tank car was
used.
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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“Live Demo on Weathering for Beginners: no Airbrush Required” presented by Ralph DeBlasi.
Ralph’s clinic was a hands-on demonstration of non-airbrush weathering techniques using brushes,
pastels, and powders. The audience was small, and it was very easy to see him using various
techniques to weather a hopper car. After each application of a material he passed the car around
the attendees to allow them to see what had been done. He also answered questions as he was
applying the materials. An excellent clinic that was very close to hands-on for the attendees.
“Home-made Tools and Fixtures for Model Railroads”, presented by George Phillips. This clinic
presented many home-made tools that George had developed for his model railroad club.
For example was a fixture that allowed the flex track ties to be inserted and sanded
down to the proper height to allow them to be slide under flex track connections (under
the rail joiner). He also showed the attendees a tool to allow Kadee couplers to be
uncoupled E and another to turn those small knobs on a Digitrax UT4. F An excellent
clinic on how to build jigs and tools for use on the model railroad.
MMR and Past Division Superintendent Brian Sheron reports: “I gave four clinics:
“Electroluminescent Signs,” “Expanding the Long Island Rail Road,” “Modeling Urban
Scenes,” and “Installing Sound Decoders in Older Steam Locomotives.” Each was well
attended and everyone seemed to like them. They had the usual White Elephant Sale
Room with lots of door prizes as well. They also had a couple of large modular club
layouts set up, which were well done.”
Brian adds: “The convention was well planned and we all agreed that we had an
enjoyable time. We all learned some things and got ideas we can apply to our layouts.”
Division Clerk Nick Kalis delivered his “Design Enhancements” clinic on the artistic
approach to building a model railroad. He says he will deliver the same clinic at our
March mini-convention. Nick also reports that he took in an open house layout: Bill Kachel’s
Cosmopolitan Branch in beautiful Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. He says “Bill’s backyard is full of
railroad artifacts that are worth seeing on their own. His HO scale layout is enormous and about
99.9 percent scenicked.”
Bob Sprague tells the Flyer he was able to arrive in time to join about fifteen modelers in the
hands-on resin freight car kit building clinic with Steve Funaro of Funaro and Camerlengo. Bob says
humorously that “Steve seemed impressed that (in contrast to some other groups he has instructed)
we knew things like how to put a new blade in an X-Acto knife.” He also says Craig Bisgeier gave a
spirited talk about 3D printing and showed the outstanding results he has been getting from his
older filament and new SLA printers.
Bob delivered his own “If I Could Turn Back Time: Modeling the Ma & Pa in 1924” clinic. He says
the room was full and the reception was gracious, with some good comments and questions. “A
side benefit of delivering clinics is the gathering of additional information from knowledgeable
attendees,” he adds.
“The convention seemed very well run,” Bob says, “and I enjoyed the vendors on hand that
included Nick & Nora Designs, MicroMark, and TCS. Of course, the best part was catching up with
old friends from throughout the region. Thanks to the organizers for a job well done!”
Mat Thompson, MMR, says three particular clinics captured his attention:
Lighting Your Scenery Without Wiring – A Novel Approach by Michael Groves: “Michael and his
grandson Austin have come out with a lighting system that uses fiber optics. It is very simple to use
—depending on the system you buy and the size of the fiber you use, up to sixty fibers can be stuck
into a light box. Each fiber can be run to wherever you want it. For instance, if a building is
already in place on a layout, just drill up from below and run the fiber up into the hole. That’s it,
the building is lighted. They also have street lights and gooseneck lights. The web site is
https://dwarvin.com/”
Mat also liked “Using Mobile Speakers for DCC Sound” by Kaylee Zheng:
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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“Kaylee explained how smart phone speakers can be
used with sound decoders. G A key point is the
speakers are made to transmit the human voice so they
tend to be clear and capture the full sound range
humans can hear. She had a board rigged up with
several speakers and then demonstrated the sounds of
a VO1000 engine using the different speakers. Pictured
is an iPhone 4 speaker. It can be shortened by cutting it
in the middle and discarding the right piece. The
impact would only be a smaller baffle. The speakers
are on eBay and cost only a few dollars.”
And finally, Mat also reports on “Getting the Most Out of Your New 3D Printer by Craig Bisgeier:
“Craig presented an update on 3d printers in the cost range that modelers might consider – say
under $400. He also passed around many parts he has made. Most impressive were about 10 parts
he made to build his own box cars. He also talked about
https://www.thingiverse.com/explore/newest/3d-printing, a site where you can download plans
and then print them yourself.”
The next MER convention is scheduled to be held October 15-18 in Charlotte, North Carolina,
hosted by the Carolina South Division. The hosts already have a website up and running:
http://www.carolinasouthern.org/MER2020.html. X
Return to Bill of Lading
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Potomac Division Needs Your Help

By Nick Kalis, Division Clerk
Yes, you! Not the model railroader down the street; not the other guy,
YOU!
POTOMAC DIVISION 2020 BOARD OF
A commitment to
DIRECTOR’S ELECTION TIMELINE
volunteer is not a lifetime
LEADING TO THE 4 APRIL 2020
commitment. Help us out
MINICON AND ELECTION
for twelve months and we
The
Potomac
Division membership has
will be grateful. Passing
your job along to someone elections coming up in April. Two Board
positions will be open. Here are the key
else after a year is just
dates to remember:
fine.
We cannot continue as a
5 MARCH 2020 — Nominations deadline to
Division without
volunteers. Divisions do die Election Committee. John Paganoni
(john.paganoni@comcast.net) and Nick
due to lack of interest.
Kalis (nkalis@verizon.net) are the Election
Committee members.
CURRENT POSITIONS THAT NEED
CANDIDATES/VOLUNTEERS
20 MARCH 2020 — Members will be notified
to attend the Annual Meeting and vote in
There are two Potomac Division (PD) Board of
person. Ballots will be sent to members
Directors positions that need to be filled by
elections to be held on April 4, 2020. These are two- without email by regular mail 15 days
before election. Any mailed ballots must
year duty assignments in accordance with the PD
be received by April 3th.
Bylaws.
There are four other vacant positions that
4 APRIL 2020 — ELECTION. A ballot box and
urgently need to be filled now.
ballots will be available for those who did
LAYOUT TOUR VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
not vote by mail. Depending on the number
LAYOUT TOUR ASSISTANT
of candidates, a voice vote is also possible.
COMPUTER CLERK
WEBMASTER-Incumbent may be leaving soon
There will also be a special issue of the
NOTE: There is no mandatory length of tour duty
for these positions; however, reasonable retention in Flyer in March with profiles of the
these positions would be extremely beneficial to the candidates for the Board and a version of
the new Division By-Laws for review.
Division. X
Return to Bill of Lading
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What I Learned at 100

By Bob Rodriguez
On March 2, 2019, I held my 100th operations session on my model railroad, the Nickel City Line
(NCL). To be truthful, the 100th Ops session snuck up on me. It wasn’t until I was finalizing my Ops
schedule for 2019 that it became apparent that March would be the 100 th session. How did that
happen?!
It all started back in
November of 2002. I
had finished relocating
and expanding my
railroad empire into a
new section of my
basement. The new
design was operations
oriented, but I didn’t
know very much about
model railroad
operations sessions. I
knew they occurred,
but the information on
how to develop and
run one escaped me at
100th Operation Session attendees. Pictured L to R Gregory Tate, George
that time. I had
Meyrick, Bill Lyders, Bryan Kidd (back), Jim Schornick, Matt McMullen
purchased a book
(back), Joel Hoffman, Ernie Little (back), Pete LaGuardia, Lee Stoermer
about Allen
(back), Phil Raymond.
McClelland’s Virginian
and Ohio Railroad. I studied that book over and over. While it did not provide me the detailed
information on starting and running operations sessions, it did inspire me to continue to work
forward in that direction. By the first Ops session that I held on November 30, 2002, I thought I was
ready. I held that session with twelve operators, all of whom had never done Ops sessions on a
model railroad before. I definitely got my exercise in that day. Between running back and forth to
address questions and then to fix problems on the layout, I will say I definitely got a workout.
You should not be discouraged by what I described above. Instead you should look at it as a
lesson learned and a
challenge to do better the
next time. I certainly did.
Otherwise I would have
never gotten to 100 Ops
sessions.
This article is intended
as a recap of what I learned
after 100 Ops sessions, and
hopefully it can be used as
a guide for those who have
been considering
incorporating operations in
their layout, as well as
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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those who have just gotten their feet wet in Ops and maybe experienced some of what I did on day
one.
Design to Grow
I think most of us want to
pack the most amount of
action that we can into our
layouts. But let’s think
realistically. In the real world
there are long stretches of
railroad with nothing to switch.
This is a good way to start. A
couple of yards, a spur or two
with a few industries, and then
some running distance between
them is a good beginning.
When I started to design the
second version of the Nickel
City Line, I did try to cram as
much as I could into the larger
space I had. What I quickly
found was that trains tended
Jennifer Kidd and Jim Connal work the industrial yard in Nickel
to jam up the entire railroad
City at the 1 st Ops Session on November 30, 2002.
working all these industries,
and most of my operators had
to wait for ‘the other guy’ to
wrap up and get out of the
way. Soon I had to start putting
a few industries ‘out of
business’ and remove them
from the layout. Once I did
that and provided some
running room between towns,
things ran noticeably smoother.
As I perfected my operating
scheme with train schedules
and better planning, I was able
to add a few more industries.
The only difference was that
the new industries were
established through better
planning and information from
previous Ops sessions, and they John Huntzinger (l) and Fred Singer work the town of
avoided the logjams I created Shepardsfield on June 19, 2004.
the first time.
So try not to design everything into the layout at once. Rather, design a few operating elements
in first, and design the layout to grow with you as you grow into doing Ops sessions. You can have a
laundry list of things you want on hand to work from as your Ops experience progresses. Then you
can add these items in over time. Most likely as you progress in operations, you will scratch a few
of these items off your list because you find you really don’t need them.
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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Trackwork, Trackwork, and
Trackwork.
When building a layout for
operations, pay particular attention
to your trackwork. Don’t be in a
hurry to lay the track and then hold
an Ops session. Instead, lay the
track; test it with a variety of
locomotives and cars; fix
deficiencies; and then invite a few
friends over to ‘kick the tires’ by
simply running some trains. I
guarantee you that whatever
worked fine when you tested the
layout will likely not work when
your friends come over. Have a pad
and pencil handy to jot down notes
as well as some other tools, such as
styrene shims and track nails to
assist you in identifying and
correcting problems. Give your
rolling stock a good inspection as
well. Wheels, coupler heights, and
car weights should all be within
NMRA specifications (NMRA S-2, S4.2, RP-2, RP-20, RP-24).
Your friends will never come
over to destroy your layout, but
their lack of knowledge about the
layout will be an invaluable tool for
you to address problems. After all,
it will be your friends running the
layout during Ops sessions and not
you.
Operational Design
Besides the location of
industries, turnouts, engine
facilities, etc., you need to
consider the flow of people,
namely your operators during a
session. When I designed my
second version of the NCL I made
several critical errors that quickly
became apparent. I designed the
main yard so that the yardmaster
was in one aisle and the yard
locomotive engineer was in the
main operator aisle. In addition, I

Long runs without switching industries adds to the enjoyment
of operations on the NCL

When track work is not checked properly it can lead to
derailments. Or in the case of this photo, a missing car that
was found after the session ended.

DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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placed the dispatcher and hostler in the same aisle
as the yardmaster. This created conflicts on both
sides. The yard engineer was always blocking most
of the operator aisle, which inevitably created
some friction, at times, between the yard and the
road crews. In the other aisle, the yardmaster and

Under the original layout design, the hostler,
dispatcher, and yardmaster were grouped
together. This caused the hostler and
yardmaster to reach over the dispatcher
numerous times during a session.

A redesign moved the dispatcher out of the
layout room and into his own workspace.

The yard area was completely redesigned, placing the hostler next to the engine facilities while
the yardmaster and yard engineer worked side by side.
hostler had to reach over the dispatcher to deal with issues in the engine facilities or the main
yard.
Eventually I redesigned this area so that the yard engineer and yardmaster were side by side. I
moved the engine facilities next to the hostler position. Finally I moved the dispatcher into a
separate room altogether. The resulting improvements were quickly apparent. Road crews had the
operator aisle to themselves. This allowed better flow of road crews in the layout room. The
yardmaster and yard engineer worked better side by side. They even teamed up on sorting
paperwork to keep the yard uncongested. The hostler had everything he needed right in front of
him so he needn’t bother anyone else when he did his work. Finally, the dispatcher was in a
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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separate room and could focus on his job without undue interruptions from the yard and hostler
positions.
Cars are not Cars
A boxcar does not need to be a boxcar and a
tank car does not need to be a tank car for
operations to work. When I started setting up
my layout for operations I realized I would need
a variety of cars for various industries. What I
had on hand was either more or less than what I
needed. The cost to add what I needed prior to
my first Ops session was prohibitively
expensive. So I opted for the next best thing.
Where I had a car that matched an industry
need I used it. But where I needed a type of
car I did not have, I found a substitute. I called
these “Phantom Cars.” I attached a label to the
top of the car with the car number preceded by
a letter. I used B for boxcar, T for tank car, H for
hopper car, etc. So I might have a tank car
numbered 4523. I needed a boxcar, but didn’t
Each of these cars has a ‘Phantom Car Number’
have one. So I used a tank car instead. The
affixed to the top of the car. The Phantom
label on top of the tank car would be B4523
which meant the tank car was a boxcar for the number tells the train crew the car is a
different type of car from its actual physical
purposes of operations.
Phantom Cars allowed me to quickly populate type.
the layout with the cars I needed until I could
purchase suitable replacements. I found that during my Ops sessions, my operators were more
focused on finding the right car number and putting it on the correct track rather than whether it
was physically the correct car type or not. When you get right down to it, that is basically what an
operations session is: “getting the car requested to the correct location during the Ops session.”
Over time, I did replace all my Phantom Cars with the correct cars for each industry. But I don’t
think any of my operators have really noticed. And that’s a good thing.
Choosing the Right System for Ops
This boils down to personal preference. I operate on a number of layouts which incorporate a
variety of operating systems. Many of the layouts I operate on use Time Table and Train Order
(TT&TO) systems which include waybills, clearance cards, and train orders. If the railroad was set
in the steam-to-diesel transition era, this is probably a good choice to get the feel of how railroads
were run in those days. I have also operated on layouts that use track warrants for train
movements, as well as generic car cards that don’t apply to specific cars but rather general
descriptions of cars such as 40 foot boxcar, 50 foot boxcar, tank car, etc.
Manual operating systems with car cards require the layout owner to preset a number of pieces
of paperwork, waybills, car cards, etc., in advance. When done correctly, the session moves along
fairly well.
If you don’t have a lot of time to set up an Ops session manually, you might consider using a PC
to do most of the work for you. Two software products that come to mind immediately are Abion
Software’s ShipiT (which I currently use) and JMRI’s Operations software. ShipiT can be purchased
from Abion’s website (http://www.albionsoftware.com).
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JMRI’s Operations software is a part of the JMRI
suite of products and is open-source and free. ShipiT
is still available for purchase but has not been updated
in almost 10 years. JMRI is continually being updated
with new versions available for download about twice
a year.
I favor the computer doing my Ops paperwork over
the manual method by choice. I also prefer only
handing out switch lists to my operators instead of car
cards. One is not any better than the other. For my
operators, I try to give them the minimum amount of
paperwork they need to carry. So switch lists work
well for my operating scheme.
For set up of Ops sessions, I like the ability to
simply press one button to generate a session and then
print everything out. That’s the easy part. The hard
part is at the beginning when you have to input every
piece of information from towns, industries, rolling
stock, train schedules, etc. It is a lot of work on the
front end but hopefully that is the only time you have I use ShipIt computer generated switch
lists for operations on the NCL. I also use
to do it and then once it is in the computer,
large size train cars and locomotive cards.
generating a session is the easy part.
My advice is to try and operate on several different My operators requested the larger
documents because they are easier to
layouts that employ various operating systems and
read.
then select the one that appeals to you the most.
Visit — Operate — Learn
After I started operating on my layout, opportunities to operate on other layouts began to
materialize. Once I started operating on other layouts I began to learn more and more about the
process of operation and I took home many ideas for improvements on my own operating scheme.
The Potomac Division has set up a number of operation initiatives. I encourage members to take
full advantage of these opportunities. The hosts are very welcoming and are patient for new
comers. You are pretty much guaranteed to walk away from a session with a smile on your face and
a load of ideas for your own layout.
Borrow and Steal When You Can
As I mentioned above, attend as many Ops sessions as you can, regardless of the era of the
railroad. And then borrow or steal ideas from those sessions for your own operations. I have done
this a number of times and when the layout owners I stole the idea from see it being applied on my
layout they are greatly pleased. Remember that it can be a great compliment when someone else
steals an idea that you employed on your Ops sessions and apply it to their own.
Always Be Open to Feedback
You work hard on your layout getting it ready for your operators. Then during the Ops session,
something goes wrong, or nothing goes wrong. Still, your operators will give you feedback. Some
of it will be in the form of constructive criticism. While you poured your heart and soul into making
sure everything works well, don’t take offense to what your operators suggest. They are well
meaning and they see your layout from a different perspective. In many cases, their comments and
suggestions are good guides for making your operation sessions even better. And when you make
your sessions better, more and more people want to operate on your railroad.
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I got a lot of feedback over
the years. I will admit, at
times, my feelings were a
little hurt at first. But after
sleeping on it, I would go back
and look over what was said
and realize, yes, there was an
issue here or an area for
improvement and I didn’t see
it. And then I would address it.
So always be open to
feedback. It will only make
your layout better with each
Ops session.
Don’t Be Afraid to Start
Over
This is probably the hardest
thing for any layout owner. You
worked hard building your
layout and you run session
Operating on Mat Thompson’s Oregon Coast Railroad gave me
after session. Yet some things some experience as the dispatcher under a Time Table Train Order
consistently cause problems.
system. Paul Dolkos is keeping an eye on me to make sure I don’t
The solution is to tear up and screw the session up.
rebuild a section so that the
Ops session flows better. The thought of tearing things apart can be overwhelming. Plus there is a
sense of pride in what you have built and a sense of dread in having to do some major construction
again. I know because I have rebuilt several sections of my layout over the years. I mentioned
earlier when I had to move the yard crews, dispatcher and hostler around to better facilitate my
Ops sessions. It didn’t just involve moving people. It involved a major rip out of the main yard and
engine facilities, rewiring, and redesign. I dreaded doing it for several months but finally started
the redesign. It wasn’t until I pulled up the first piece of track, that I started to find satisfaction
and some excitement as I was moving in a better direction that would provide some great results…
and they did! So don’t be afraid to tear up what isn’t working and rebuild it so it will work better.
That is part of the learning process. You will be glad you did.
Be Patient
Unless you operate on your railroad with the same group of people several times a month, your
operators will need guiding hands, especially if you made some changes in between sessions. I try
to send out ‘Read Aheads’ to my operators before each session. The documents are not designed to
overwhelm. Rather they are intended to orient and answer most of the basic questions people may
have before and during a session. During the session, I will rotate around the room. For new
operators and those that haven’t operated for a while, I will quietly answer some questions they
have while providing guidance. Operators may be a little nervous when they are not fully up to
speed on how a layout runs. So patience and a calm voice go a long way towards letting everyone
have an enjoyable Ops session.
I often joke with my operators at the start of a session by saying “Plastic fruit doesn’t go bad.
Plastic meat doesn’t spoil. And plastic people won’t sue. So there is nothing to worry about. Let’s
have fun.”
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Tearing out and rebuilding the entire Nickel City Yard and main line tracks result-ed
in a design that improved operational performance both in the yard, on the main,
and in the industrial area. The redesign also freed up space in the operator’s aisle
with the relocation of the yard engineer next to the Yardmaster.
Be Flexible
Each Ops session will have a number of trains scheduled to run. I don’t schedule the maximum
number of trains that must be run each session because experience has shown me that there will
be last minute cancellations. Sometimes I have a full crew and someone else really wants to
operate. So I try to include them as well. To deal with both situations you should use extra trains.
Extras are good. Extra trains are trains that are not regularly scheduled and operate when demand
require them. Extras are the lowest priority train and must be squeezed in between regularly
scheduled trains. With a full crew, extras can be a lot of fun. The Extra crew has to negotiate the
railroad dodging superior scheduled freight and passenger trains as well as local trains. This can be
a challenge and well worth throwing a few extras out on the line to add operational interest. On
the flip side, if you have one or two cancellations and don’t have enough crews to run all the trains
you have set up for the session. Start by deleting the extra trains first. Often times, once the
extras are annulled, there is plenty of work for the remaining road crews.
Evolve Over Time
Don’t expect everything to be there all at once. Many first time visitors to my layout are
overwhelmed by all the organization and ‘gadgets’ that go into my Ops sessions. They think “I can
never do that!” Not true.
DECEMBER 2019 – JANUARY 2020
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What they see is the
result of a slow
evolutionary process over
almost 18 years. Some
things were tried and
dismissed and others were
incorporated as regular
parts of the operating
scheme. Operations on any
railroad will take time until
you get the right fit for you
and your crews. Don’t
worry if your operating
scheme doesn’t have
everything as orderly as a
more experienced
Celebration after a successful ops session on the NCL. Pictured l to modeler’s Ops session.
Take your time, try out
r: Joel Hoffman, Ernie Little, Bob Rodriguez, Pete LaGuardia,
different ideas. Keep
and Rob McKeever.
those ideas that work. Get
rid of those that don’t. When it’s all said and done, someone else will be looking at your operating
system and saying “I can never do that!”
Recap
Never be afraid to try operations on your layout. Participate in sessions on other railroads. Ask
questions. Take home ideas that you like to your own railroad.
Take your time. You don’t have to have a fully functional operations scheme in place to start an
Ops session. A few essential components with a few trains will allow you to get started and then
add on as you feel comfortable.
Listen to the ideas and criticisms of your friends. And don’t be afraid to tear out and rebuild
what doesn’t work.
Operations opens a whole new dimension to the hobby and once you get involved in it, you will
likely fine greater satisfaction within the hobby as well as greater satisfaction with your own
layout.
At the conclusion of my 100th Ops session back in March I received the following comment from a
longtime friend and operator. He wrote:
“My two kids and I were among the crew for that first 2002 op session. What began with a lot of
derailments has turned into a well-conceived, smooth-running, fun-to-operate railroad. It’s been
fun and motivating to witness this 17-year evolution…” C. Bryan Kidd.
This is what I learned at 100. X
Bob Rodriguez has been a model railroader for over 40 years and has built
several small and medium size layouts including assisting with construction of
the Prince William County Model Railroad Club’s layout formerly in Quantico,
Virginia. Bob began operation sessions on his own Nickel City Line railroad in
November 2002 and has hosted over 100 sessions to date, introducing 80
model railroaders to operations on his railroad. He also operates with a
round-robin group of model railroaders from Maryland and Virginia. You can
view Bob’s layout at: http://nclrr.potomac-nmra.org/.
Return to Bill of Lading
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Layout Tour Report

Mark Gionet’s B&M Western Route
By Bill Lyders

It had been a long
time since I had been to
the Mount Vernon area,
about an hour from my
home in Gainesville, VA.
But the visit to Mark
Gionet’s Boston and
Maine Western Route
was well worth the trip.
The layout has quite a
bit of scenery on the two
“peninsulas,” and the
roads/streets are
constructed in the two
towns to complement
the structures in each. I
had discussions with
Mark about making his
trees, building his
structures, and most
important to me, his
track [since I am working
on my AP Civil
certificate]. He had a
diesel locomotive with
passenger cars slowly and
smoothly doing a
continuous run around
the layout. B
The big town in the
layout was based on
Dover, NH and other New
England towns. C Mark
has numerous background
scenes around the layout
made from New England
pictures he and a friend
have taken, and he has
integrated them into the
layout with Photoshop.
D
Mark also kitbashed
two craftsman kits [from
South River Model Works]
as a Paper Mill E along a
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stream in the town.
If you want to see
some good water
construction, take
a look at the
raceway going by
the mill and spilling
over a wall next to
the mill. There is
also an intriguing
collapsing “dock”
going out into the
stream that has
sections literally
modeled as
collapsing into the
water. The
weathering on this
dock is excellent.
F
Mark said he
originally modeled
the 1970s but has
slowly drifted back
in time to the
1950s. The B&M
Western has a
fiddle yard where
he builds and starts
his trains, and
three industrial
sidings with
turnouts controlled
by Bull Frog
machines [Since I
had not seen one in
operation, Mark let
me operate one of
them]. His layout is
controlled by the
NCE DCC system. I
had a detailed
discussion with
Mark and John
Paganoni about the
scratchbuilt
turnouts and some
details needed for
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the Civil AP certificate. The B&M Western is code 83 rail on the mainline and code 70 on the
sidings.
In all it was a very good Open House visit. If you have not made any, try it, as the conversation
and camaraderie with attendees and host are very enjoyable. X
Return to Bill of Lading

Bill Lyders is a retired defense systems engineer. His W&V layout is his
third layout over the last 45 years. The first two were bedroom-sized layouts
and were “moved” in the old-fashioned way—save some stuff, trash most,
and do a new design and build. But he joined a local model railroad club,
the Prince William Model Railroad Club (PWMRC), in 1995. Bill says his skills
grew and his layout grew until he was going through walls, making a doublelevel layout into two rooms. Bill is now working on his NMRA AP certificates.
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Layout Tour Report

Glenn Downing: Railroad Modeling of the MILW and CNSM

By Lee Stoermer (photos by author)
Some bold and interesting plans are among the first
things that come to mind after speaking with the owner/
builder of this HO scale MILW (Milwaukee Road) and CNSM
(Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee) railroad. Glenn
Downing has a long and storied history with prototype
railroads that deserves another article all of its own in
the future. This history of railroads and their operations
bridged from the N&W (Norfolk and Western) to E&LS
(Escanaba and Lake Superior) with several in between.
Those stories we’ll have to save for another time, though,
as this time the story is about his model railroad.
I contacted Glenn in advance of his open house to gain
some insight. A few days prior, we were able to speak
together over an hour-long enjoyable phone call. That led
to email exchanges about everything from his vision, to
construction methods, to operating scheme. His
inspiration and general theme are the 1944 era just prior Glenn explains trackplan
to the European invasion by the Allies. They are based on
a route from Chicago, following along the North Shore towards Milwaukee, then continuing to the
Michigan upper peninsula. He has significant first-hand knowledge of the area from prior work
experiences there.
This is the fourth layout Glenn has constructed. The origins of the current layout began in 2012,
with planning and construction beginning about 2015. The layout includes two separate railroads,
connected via an interchange track in Racine, Wisconsin. Routing includes some of the Chicago
North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad, with somewhat parallel Milwaukee Road trackage in that
area, extends through Green Bay and Coleman with several ag businesses, then onto Crivitz, WI via
a helix. At Crivitz, his model branches off to Marinette, WI and Menominee, MI. The main line then
continues on a helix to Pembine, and then Iron Mountain, and then to Ontonagan, MI on Lake
Superior, which is the northern terminus of the model. His model serves the Green Bay area for
paper mills and associated industry.
There are several key towns and scenic elements that will make the location identifiable. The
route begins at the Chicago passenger terminal, runs northward with parallel running lines of the
Milwaukee and Chicago North Shore, and ends at a paper mill. Routes continue into staging that
represent rail lines in further directions from both ends of the layout. South staging for beyond
Chicago allows Glenn some freedom to include some big-name passenger trains, which he has more
than a passing interest in.
The layout is housed in a 16’ x 26’ room. The track
plan concept was drawn out and developed on a series of
hand drawn 1”-1’ drawings done for basic coarse design
to fit that dedicated space. Sidings and mainline tracks
were drawn in for the base design plan to see what could
fit in and general placement. The benchwork was made
to follow these general track needs and final trackwork
location was dictated as actual trackwork was being put
in place.
Track Plans
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His layout is built using a different
version of framework. While similar to
the typical base framework we are
familiar with, he has taken a few
liberties and expanded upon them for
excellent results. Framework is made
from 1”x2” and 1”x3” lumber. While this
is common in L-girder, that type of
construction isn’t used. The photo
included in the article shows the
benchwork much better. Even better yet
is being able to visit the layout, view it,
ask a couple questions, and then realize
how it all goes together. This is a definite
benefit to visiting in person as opposed Serpentine Wall
to reading an article and viewing a few
photos. While this may seem like very small, unstable lumber, the layout framework is quite sturdy
and strong. It is more of a sandwich of the different sizes that then has a common web section.
Particularly, the leg construction makes it a convenient method of attaching bracing angles. The
peninsula strengthens itself in using a divider wall made of a serpentine construction method
developed by Thomas Jefferson. Color photo cutouts will be used on the painted Masonite or sheet
styrene used for the backdrop.
Track is a mix of Atlas, Micro Engineering, and Peco code 83 and 70, using the differing rail sizes
where proper. Code 100 rail is used in hidden trackage areas. Track is secured to roadbed material
of cork or Homasote. Mainline track currently runs about 100 feet, with an eventual finished main
and branchline track that will total around 350 feet. Yards and sidings will add about another 200
feet of track. Glenn prefers hand-thrown turnouts, not powered switch motors, so he leans towards
the use of Peco spring-motion turnouts and over spring controls. Doing so keeps the train’s
operation crew nearer their train, keeping operations truer to ground operating switch crews.
A helix in the center turnback loop uses
a Y track to connect a couple upper levels.
This area is in the beginning phase of
construction. This will use a sandwich of
thinner material, making a lamination of
three layers of three-ply plywood to
increase strength, and reduce twisting that
is commonly found when using a single
layer material. His layout is split between
five levels, although they aren’t all visible
at the same time. Town areas are basically
level, while a longer incline is hidden from
immediate view. One of these ramps was
used to gain the needed height from the
lowest level staging yard to the first main
level of operations, as well as between
some towns.
The operations goal is about five trains
operating at any one time on the MILW,
and three trains (two passenger and one
Helix location and construction preparation
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freight) on the North Shore. Around ten operators would be the maximum that could be
comfortably engaged in the space allowed. Thoughts are leaning towards timetable and train order
(TT&TO) operation. Glenn is very familiar with using stringlines to determine operational
capabilities and timeframe. These, coupled with single use waybills using AAR car types on
waybills, will be the basis for bringing the layout to life. By using a 1943 industry list, the waybills
will have actual destinations that coincide with routings.
Digitrax DCC wireless is the control system of choice for the layout, with the eventual conversion
of locomotives to sound decoders being a standard. Kadee couplers are used throughout on all
rolling stock for their strength, ensuring operational reliability, replacing any plastic couplers.
Trains are expected to top out at around 15 cars in length. Locomotive and rolling stock are from a
wide variety of manufacturers, including Varney wood/cardboard kits.
An area of particular interest to Glenn, and operationally important, is the Ford plant in
Kingsford, Michigan. This was the location that originally made Woody station wagons, beginning in
1931. During WWII it transitioned into becoming the most effective facility making the WACO CG-4A
glider. The gliders were built, passed inspection, then were broken down into a couple of main
assemblies, which were then loaded into a gondola and a flat car. While a gondola could hold two
bodies, the flat cars could hold more than two plane wing and parts assemblies. Glenn reported
this caused some difficulty with allocation of proper numbers of rolling stock, so shipments of the
bodies could sometimes precede the wings by days, or vice versa, dependent upon which type of
car was available to load at the time. This facility received inbound loads in nearly all rolling stock
types, and shipments out using flats, boxcars and gondolas. The only rolling stock type not known
to be used were stock cars, but Glenn and I mused upon the thought that stock cars could have
presumably been pressed into occasional rare service if they were the only ones available.
Glenn has included a space in his layout for the airfield where these were assembled for practice
and tested before being disassembled for shipment. This airfield had its own unique aspect, of
which Glenn will be recreating a portion. It had a set of power lines at one end—causing it to not
often be usable in that direction, dependent on wind conditions—while the other end was uphill
and had a drop-off at the end of the runway, causing its own set of issues with obtaining proper
take off speed and lift. Near the end of the war, shipments by rail tailed off in favor of the gliders
being towed by other aircraft to their points of disembarkation. After the war, the Ford plant was
converted from making Woodys into making another wood-based product that is probably more
well-known even today… Kingsford Charcoal briquettes! In researching this article, I came across an
excellent website of a museum dedicated to this facility, located nearby the original facility.
http://www.exploringthenorth.com/gliders/display.html is one of several websites I found:
Additional information about this quite unique operation, including numerous videos, are available
on YouTube, for example, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjZyaRANv4Q.
A scenic highlight that is planned, although not yet constructed, is the unique Escanaba & Lake
Superior Railroad steel center-cross braced arch bridge over the Menominee River. That is going to
be quite an effort to construct, and will most definitely garner much attention once in place. While
the approaches, piers, and the spans are fairly standard, the center portion of the bridge is very
distinctive. Its method of construction will be as much of interest as will be the actual finished
product.
There are limited scenery and structures currently, as most efforts are going towards ensuring
sound benchwork and operationally reliable trackwork. Glenn’s primary goal is to have the layout
operational and running well, then to progress on to these other phases.
Lighting is a mix between ceiling mounted fluorescent tubes and dimmable track lighting. We
discussed color and type of bulbs and the vast array that is now readily available. Before it was the
case that you couldn’t find the exact product that you wanted. Now the challenge is deciding
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between which of several options that appear to be nearly identical. While Glenn says the current
lighting is working for him, he notes a transfer to LED seems probable sometime in the future.
Much credit is extended by Glenn to several
people in the progress of his layout to this point.
These begin with his wife Mary, and his sister
Terry, in construction of buildings and scenery.
Bill Mosteller has been a major help in the design
and construction. Ian Anderson and his father,
Bruce, have also helped in construction of the
layout. Jan Clark has driven up from
Fredericksburg to also contribute towards the
construction efforts.
During discussion with Glenn about progress
on his layout and future plans, he made a very
familiar comment that I have heard repeated
with other layout open house owners – the
pending date spurred some construction, details
and other general work that had been on the ‘to
do‘ list, some for extended lengths of time. So,
between some helpful family and friends, and
the desire to have it ready to show, we are
definitely looking forward to future progress
updates and opportunities to visit Glenn’s layout
in person.
Now, the question for you the reader is this:
how’s the progress coming along on your layout?
Maybe it’s time for you to schedule an open
house event sometime in the near future, to set
that goal for a specific milepost you would like
Industrial area currently in operation with some
to reach! X
structures

Return to Bill of Lading

Lee is a long-time model railroader, modeling the Western Maryland Ry and
Northern Central Ry in HO scale. He has received the NMRA Golden Spike Award,
NMRA President's Award for volunteer efforts, is the program manager for the NMRA
100% Clubs
program
manager, and
was NMRA
Arizona
Division Member of the Year
in 2015. He enjoys model rail
operations, structure building
and weathering, railfanning
steam and continuing his
efforts towards the
Achievement Program.
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Upcoming Layout Open House

Cam Green's Maine Central Lower Road

When: Saturday, January 18, 2020, 1:00 – 4:00 PM,
Where: Address not published
Access: Down a flight of stairs.

Layout Type: Double deck, operated as a point-topoint but is essentially a loop through staging. One
double track helix.
Purpose of Layout: Simulate the operations of the
Maine Central Railroad between Yarmouth Junction and
East Augusta in the mid-to-late 1970’s. Modeled
sections of Maine Central: Lower Road between
Yarmouth Junction and Augusta, ME; Lewiston Lower
Branch; Cobbosseecontee Branch; Rockland Branch
(staging only).
Lower Road (West to East) – Yarmouth Junction,
Hillside Siding, Brunswick West Yard, Brunswick East
Yard, Rockland Junction, Richmond Siding, Gardiner,
Cobbosseecontee Branch, Hallowell, Augusta, East
Augusta.
Lewiston Lower Branch (West to East) – Androscoggin
Bridge to Topsham, Pejepscot paper mill, Lisbon Falls
(chipboard mill), Lewiston lower team and industrial
(mill) tracks, and yard.
This is our first visit to this railroad.

X
Return to Bill of Lading

Finding Scratchbuilding Supplies in the Potomac Division

By Nicholas Kalis and Martin Brechbiel, MMR
The Potomac Division has a high density of members for
the area, yet there are few noteworthy hobby shops that
support model railroading. This was not always the case,
but hobby shops in this area seem limited now to nearextinction level.
Of course, buying everything through the internet seems
to work for much that we want or need in our hobby today.
But even that option fails to reasonably deliver in some
areas. Many of us also want to be able to see what we are
buying. Sometimes for scratchbuilding supplies that works
out at the Timonium train show, just a bit of a trek out of
our Division. The question then remains: What solutions are
available locally that might be overlooked for some of our
basic wants and needs?
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So, with the ongoing demise of hobby shops in the Potomac Division, we find ourselves forced to
be a little creative and openminded in sourcing scratchbuilding supplies. Here’s one worth source
worth considering:
Plaza Artist Materials, 3045 Nutley Street, Fairfax Virginia 22031
703 280-4500
www.plazaart.com
Plaza Artist Materials is a chain of thirteen stores located in several states. This location,
situated in the Pan Am Shopping Center, is a well-stocked art supply shop carrying myriad adhesives
and paints that model railroaders can use. What struck us most about this shop was their very wellstocked supply of Midwest Products basswood as well as a rack of dowel material. Many arts and
craft shops have racks for basswood and balsa wood, but all too frequently they are all but empty,
and seem never to be restocked.
An added bonus to visiting this shop is that it is located in a shopping center that hosts a
Michaels, which is renowned for paints and airbrush supplies (and regular discounts/coupons on the
internet), that may have what you could not find at Plaza Artist Materials. But Michaels’ Midwest
Products basswood display seems to be in a state of neglect.
If Fairfax is too far, Plaza Arts has other local outlets—in D.C., Silver Spring, Bethesda and
Rockville.
Editor’s Note: We want to make a series out of this subject, and we’re calling on all Potomac
Flyer readers to send us their tips about similar alternate sources for modeling supplies. We also
want to do our small bit to support these sources before they fade away. Write to: PotomacFlyer@potomac-nmra.org. X
Return to Bill of Lading

The Flyer Tips Sheet
1. Easy To Make Holder For Campbell Shingles
by John Paganoni
Campbell shingles look great on model
structures, either as roofing or siding; however,
when you break the package open, the roll of
shingles is hard to keep organized, and when
the job is done, re-rolling those things is a
hassle.
A holder with a reel can save a lot of time
and frustration when cutting lengths of
shingles. It can also give you a way to neatly
put them away until the next time they are
needed. The picture shows the parts needed to
make a tool that can be clamped to the edge of
the workbench. The main item is a reel from an old tape recorder. This one held the entire
Campbell shingle roll neatly. The bolt, washers and nuts serve as an axle for the reel. The
aluminum angle stock (the one shown is 1 1/2” stock, 1/8” thick, 5” long) was drilled for a 1/4”
bolt and attached directly to the workbench. A longer piece would be necessary for just clamping
to the bench.
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2. Cheap and Easy Metal Roofing
by Alex Belida
To make a metal roof seen in the photos of a barn I was
building, I took a soda can, cut off the round top and bottom
and unfurled the body, bending it and then weighing it down
to flatten it. I used normal scissors to cut strips of metal to
create the individual roof pieces. I then took a serrated
sewer’s tracer wheel to make markings in the metal to
simulate seams. (I realize this can also be used to simulate
nail holes in siding.)
After installing the roof, I brushed India ink wash over the
metal strips. I then sprayed the roof with Dullcote. Weather
as you prefer with paint, pastel or powder. (FYI The
underside of the roof was painted black to cover the
imprinted imagery of the soda can exterior.)
3. Annealing Brass Wire For Easy Bending
by John Paganoni
Brass wire right from the package is usually quite rigid,
and therefore hard to bend into tight curves. Try using an
inexpensive gas cigarette lighter (usually at grocery store
checkout lanes) to anneal (take the temper out) of the wire.
DO NOT DO THIS ON THE WORK BENCH OR NEAR ANYTHING

THAT WILL BURN!
Simply hold the wire with pliers and run the lit lighter under the length of wire you want to
bend until it turns a dark blue-green color. Let it air cool (dunking it in cold water may harden it
again). Practice is highly recommended! This procedure should make it easy to make bends that
retain the shape you need. Just remember, the annealed brass “piping” can be easily bent during
handling of your model, so exercise care.
The piping in the area around the smoke box in the photo illustrates some unique challenges in
creating a prototypical model. The piping circling the top of the smoke stack is unique in of itself.

Editor’s Note: If you have a tip that you think might help a fellow modeler, please send it to us
at: Potomac-Flyer@potomac-nmra.org. Check out all the Tips ‘n Tricks on the PD web site. X
Return to Bill of Lading
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Mark Me Up: Something A Little Different
by Mat Thompson, MMR
Mark Me Up is focused on model railroad operations, but this column will be a bit different.
Fascinating as operations can be, sometimes it is fun to just marvel at the skills and creativity of
our fellow hobbyists.
Recently I visited Bill Aldrich and Ron Hoess, who both live in Pennsylvania. Enjoy the story and
really enjoy the beautiful modeling.

Bill scratch built this New Haven R3a Mountain 3551. The model includes a third cylinder working
valve gear hidden behind the air pumps. The power lines are strung with Lycra, a product Bill
knew from his professional work as a chemist.
Bill models the New York, New Haven & Hartford. He knows the prototype very well, as he rode
it daily in the late 1940s from Providence, Rhode Island to Boston while he attended M.I.T. Along
the way he took detailed notes and drawings during the trips. He went on to a successful business
career to include service on the New Haven’s board of directors. He also became a qualified steam
engine engineer.
His HO scale layout replicates the New Haven’s Shore Line between Providence and Mystic, Conn.
The highly detailed, around the walls, two-track mainline is the stage for his fleet of scratch-built
engines and passenger cars.
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During his working
years, Bill commuted
between his home in
Providence and New
York city, eating dinner
nightly in the
prototype of this
scratch-built car. The
tableclothes were
formed from aluminum
foil. You may be able
to see the single red
rose in a vase on each
table.

The Providence
Station has a fully
detailed and lighted
interior. All of the
passenger cars and the
head end power on
the soon to depart
train are scratchbuilt. Bill’s layout was
featured in Great
Model Railroads 2000
and the January 2001
issue of Model
Railroader.
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Ron Hoess models the PRR’s Stifftown
Branch as it looked in the mid-1950s. The
Branch got its name from the pauper’s
cemetery near its north Philadelphia line
location. While his railroad is an operationsbased switching layout, the unique feature
is he is scratch-building all the industry
buildings and row houses using a variety of
prototype references. X
Return to Bill of Lading

In the 50's Ron’s modeled area row houses
and factories were intermingled. Most
workers lived nearby and walked to their
jobs.

Using reverse telephone directories and
library photo collections, Ron was able to
determine the business tenants in local
factories and warehouses and could often
find appropriate signage.

Modeling row houses requires repeating
architectural features from unit to unit,
with some features, such as doors, flipped.
Ron found that using a cutting machine
most often used for scrapbooking, enabled
the uniform accuracy needed to make the
structures believable. He cut wall sections
and building ornamentation in layers and
then glued them together. His machine can’t
cut even .020 styrene, but it does engrave
lines that are then easily traced to pop out
door and window openings.
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Scratch Building A Generic Traction Flatcar
By Martin Brechbiel, MMR
Looking back now it seems like forever, but it was really only in 2004 that my wooden flat car
article was published in Scale Rails (now NMRA Magazine).1 Since then I have probably built at least
30-40 cars based on that basic truss rod flat car, ranging from all sorts of MoW cars to box cars,
cabooses, and reefer cars.
During this time, my interests have expanded to include traction modeling, and more
specifically, traction freight cars and the vast array of possibilities that reside in that space along
with, you guessed it, traction MoW cars. And, since I’m closing in on my 50 th Traction Action column
for O Scale Trains, I thought I’d revisit flat cars, specifically in the context of building a basic
traction flat car.
The real starting point for building this car is the ends, and I have a box of them lying about
thanks to the joys of RTV (room temperature vulcanization) and resin casting. Their width is pretty
easily set by the length of the car bolster, and the arc is also pretty easily set using a hole saw, or
just by eyeballing it with a bandsaw and a sanding block.2 Assembling the basic framework is also
set by the ends. The dimensions of the side sills and car beams, plus 1/32” more, has to add up to
the thickness of the ends. In my case, that makes the beams I used in this specific case to be 1/8”
x 5/32” stripwood (Kappler) cut to 36 scale feet long. Some 1/32” thick basswood was cut to 36
scale feet long and the same width of the car bolsters.
The outer sills were glued in place first with the four inner beams added next, arranged to
evenly divide the width of the car. Carpenter’s glue combined with some clamps or weights (paint
cans work nicely), with a few hours spent on some other activity, produces a glued-together unit
ready for the ends to be added. The ends in my case are, as noted, resin; but that does not change
how they are attached. First, this is best done on a reliably flat surface. I work on ¼” thick glass
that is about 2 feet wide and 18” deep. Even if you glue stuff to it in error, you can get it back off
with a straight blade razor, or in my case a scalpel. So, attaching the ends is totally
straightforward. A film of Goo on the wood surfaces, and a bead of CA (cyanoacrylate) on the resin
where it meets the wood, was applied; and the two parts just pushed together. I put a little weight
on both parts to keep them from wandering, but that’s really not necessary when using this glue
combination. I do this since CA alone won’t have any strength making this joint, with all the wood
being end grain. Just to be safe, you might want to keep that razor handy to get the glued
assembly off the glass.
I added a pair of car
bolsters located 9’
centered in from each end
at the top of the curve.
The bolsters I use are my
resin castings drilled &
tapped for a 4/40 screw
before mounting them to
the wood; drilling and
tapping after they are
glued to the wood results
in serious modeler
irritation. I also added
the needle beams for the
1
2

Scratchbuilding Wooden Freight Cars, Scale Rails, 2004 (November), 30-36.
Building a CERA Box Trailer—Part 2, O Scale Trains, 2010 (Sept/Oct), 17.
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queen posts; 1/8” x 5/32” stripwood spaced 8’ apart centered on the underbody; see photos 1 and
2.
Now it’s time to add the decking over both the basswood sheet and resin ends, which helps to
tie everything together. I used some 1/16” thick, 3/32” spaced scribed siding, securing it with Goo
and CA over the resin and just Carpenter’s glue over the wood section, being careful to also edge
glue the siding together as it was put in place. I left all of the scribing siding parts long,
overhanging the sides and both ends, knowing that there’s zero chance of me cutting these parts
true and flush in advance. It’s far, far easier to use the car perimeter as a stop to cut against and
to get those curved ends right. I generally use a regular utility knife for doing this trimming, but to
get those ends right I used a scalpel with a #11 blade.
Now, adding truss rods is a little tricky, since you can’t run them up though the decking where it
will be visible, or inside the body of the car and knot off the monofilament line to anchor it, there
since here isn’t an inside. In this case, I’m not going to use monofilament line (I never use this
stuff) or surgical silk thread (my usual go-to favorite) of any kind; brass wire gets used for this car.
Anchoring it gets done by dropping one end of each truss rod wire into a length of brass angle
snugged up against the car bolster, and then just using the assembly itself.
But first, I have to define where the truss rods are going to run, and then also where the K brake
casting is going to be located. I usually do install a moderate amount of brake plumbing, but I’m
just going to stop with the brake casting and leave out the levers and connections to keep this very
basic. What I do to start to define where the truss rods are going to go is to install the queen posts
into the needle beams. I used 10” queen posts (Grandt Line #70) and took those off the casting
sprue using a #10 scalpel blade, cutting the base “bolt” with an angled cut. Putting a bevel on the
“bolt” makes these (and other parts!) a lot easier to insert into the holes drilled in the needle
beams. After drilling holes towards the outer edge and then more centered, the queen posts were
inserted with a drop of CA to secure them in place. Now the location for the terminus of the truss
rods was determined. Two lengths of that earlier noted brass angle (3/32”) were cut to the width
of the car and installed with a bit of Goo and some CA up against the bolster. Holes were drilled
through the brass angle (down towards the car body!) to accept 0.028” brass wire aligned with the
position of the queen posts. Now it’s just a simple matter to cut and bend 8 pieces of brass wire to
hook down into those holes in the brass angle, then to rise up traveling to the queen posts, and
then to terminate just a shade short of mid-point between the queen posts, parallel to the body
and end-to-end aligned.
Well, it does get easier after you do 40 or so of these, and having a good set of flat square jaw
pliers and a sharp set of nippers helps. Some care does have to be exercised to set the wire down
into the receiving cavity of the queen posts, since too much pressure can snap them off. If that
happens, it is “drill out the
old and mount a
replacement casting” time.
Bridging the gap between
the ends of the wires for
truss rods is where the
turnbuckles go—run a drill
through the castings first.
These were slid on,
connecting the truss rods,
and all points of contact
were secured with CA. I
arbitrarily used two
different types of
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turnbuckles; a metal pair that were left over from a Wagner truss rod set, and two styrene ones
that were from Tichy (#2004). The last underbody detail to install is that K brake cylinder. I have
several different metal (white metal and brass) castings available, and opted for one of the denser
white metal ones since every bit of low weight is useful on these cars for good tracking. Some scrap
scribed siding left over from the decking was glued into place straddling two floor beams, offset to
one side, and the brake casting secured onto that with some Goo and CA with the casting being
situated between the truss rods. That takes care of almost all of the underbody; see photos 3 and
4.
The sides of the car are just too drab, so I added ten stake pockets (Grandt Line #53), spaced
out evenly, along with four stirrup steps (Kemtron X-24). The stake pockets were just glued into
place, however the steps were first glued into place and then through-drilled and pinned into place
using pins with a drop of CA each! Just nip off the pins, add some CA, and insert into the hole
through the car side—and then stirrup steps stay on the car. Topside, to finish off 95% of the car, I
added a brake wheel
(Wiseman Model Services)
on some scrap 0.028” wire
with a ratchet & pawl
casting (Grandt Line)
threaded on it loosely. A
hole was drilled through
the decking and resin end of the car, aligned with the brake cylinder and the correct end of the
brake cylinder, and then with a drop of CA on the wire, the brake wheel and casting were secured
to the car body. (5)
Painting was very basic. The underbody got treated to a rattle can of flat black, while the sides
were given two coats of brushed-on Boxcar Red (Floquil). The decking was brushed with Roof Brown
(Floquil) leaving the brake wheel, staff, and all other hardware painted Steam Black (Floquil). The
final items to add were trucks and couplers. Archbars are a reasonable choice for trucks, and I just
happened to have a pair of metal archbar trucks sitting about on the bench gathering dust. They
were easily added using some blackened 4/40 screws. But before the trucks got added, the radial
couplers have to be mounted. Being a traction freight car and having those rounded ends, this does
not take the usual Kadee
couplers. And to go around
those really tight radius
areas—like making a left turn
in the middle of the road,—
traction freight cars used
radial couplers. In fact, as
far as I know, Kadee doesn’t
even make radial couplers in
any scale! So, you either
make your own or you track
down a specialized source;
and in O scale the remaining
source is Q-Car. The couplers
I’m using are Q-car CB010
radial couplers which, after
painting Steam Black, were
installed using truncated #0 x 3/8” wood screws. The screws were just a shade too long, so after
drilling the holes in the resin ends and running a screw three quarters of the way in, they were
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backed out, nipped off, and then used to mount these couplers; see photo 6. Yes, I could buy
shorter screws, but I have a couple gross of this size, they are the standard screw in my shop for
mounting Kadee couplers to all my wooden cars, and I already own nippers.
After all that, the trucks were mounted and the finished car was ready to be lettered (or not)
(Photos 7 and 8). Adding a load would increase interest, so it’s off to scrounging about looking for
something “interesting,” but as this is also a good place to stop, I will! X

Martin is a long-time O scale model railroader who models the South Mountain
Branch of the Cumberland Valley Railroad. He also has a strong interest in traction
and trolley modeling that freely adopts the Chambersburg, Greencastle &
Waynesboro Rwy. He earned his Master Model Railroader (MMR) certificate # 629
in 2019 and is currently the Superintendent of the Potomac Division, Secretary of
the Mid-Eastern Region, and also the Editor of O Scale Trains magazine. His goal is
to make the Potomac Division a thriving environment for all aspects of model
railroading while promoting the values of NMRA membership.
Return to Bill of Lading
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Stuck on Space? Make A Diorama!
by Alex Belida, Flyer Editor
Many of us in the hobby face space
restrictions. We have no place for
those massive 25-foot by 40-foot
layouts we all admire. Instead, we
might have just a small shelf layout
tucked away in a spare bedroom or
maybe a simple four-by-eight in the
corner of a basement.
And when we’re finished, not that
any model railroad is ever really
finished, what do we do? We want to
keep up our modeling skills, perhaps
because we have Achievement Program
aspirations, but we’re not ready to
tear up what we’ve built and start over
or even remake a particular section—
all of which are possible courses of
action.
Well, here’s a simple suggestion: make a diorama. It can be small enough to be displayed on a
shelf or table (and stored when necessary). You can take it to an NMRA event for judging or display
because it’s portable. And maybe you can fit it in when and if you get a chance to expand your
layout.
I opted for the diorama option when I
ran out of space on my small Eureka and
South Pass Railroad which runs along most
of three sides of a ten by twelve foot
bedroom. (I do have plans to expand by
adding that missing fourth side, but not
now.)
I wanted to scratchbuild an Old West
horse-drawn wagonworks with lots of
detail, inside and out, and some scenery.
(1) So after building the main structure,
which I modeled after a structure in the
ghost mining town of Bodie, California, I
decided to install it on a small square of
pink foam insulation, the same base I use
on my layout. I covered it with plaster
cloth. When it dried, I painted it with
acrylic yellow ochre with some brown
umber mixed in (the same base colors for
my layout).
After the paint dried, I took the wagonworks building (2) (named after a grandson named
“Wilder”), set it where I wanted it, and made a very light pencil outline. Then I removed the
structure. I took some watered-down white glue and brushed it in the areas where I then scattered
sand to indicate paths and roadways, including a path straight through the middle of the wagon
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works. I added some burnt grass ground cover in various places as well as some small rocks and one
pine tree.
After setting the wagonworks building back in place, I started
to add outside details: a pile of firewood, some crates and paint
buckets, a couple of saw horses, and two wagons (made from an
RS Laser kit), one of which I left partially unassembled so as to
appear under repair. (3)
I also scratchbuilt the
frame of a freight wagon like
one I saw inside the Bodie
barn. (4) I put it up on blocks
and set it inside the
wagonworks, along with some lumber in the wagon itself and
scattered sawdust around it. I also placed a lumber rack inside
the building as well as a workbench. I added two hand-painted
workers (Knuckleduster), one sitting on the front of the freight
wagon and the other sitting on a nearby pile of bags, as if they
were on a lunch break. (5)
As a final display touch, I took two mini-LEDs (from Evans
Designs) attached to an on-off switch and powered by a small
3V battery, stuck the LEDs loosely up in the rafters of the wagon works and tucked the switch and
battery behind the
diorama. This enables me
to illuminate the inside
when I display the model. I
can always remove these
LEDs and install a fixed
lighting system when I
expand my layout and have
a permanent place for the
wagonworks.
Because of the way I
built this, I figure that
when I do build that fourth
side for my operation, I
can simply cut a hole in
the foam insulation and
slip in the diorama and
attach permanent lighting
through the base. X
Return to Bill of Lading

Alex Belida is a retired foreign correspondent and news executive who
worked for the Voice of America. Besides living in Europe and Africa, he
travelled extensively in the U.S. and abroad while covering the White House
and the Pentagon. He and his wife live in Rockville. For the moment, his E&SP
is in a second floor 10’x12’ bedroom once occupied by son Brian, founding
father of Eureka.
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• From the Business Car

By Martin Brechbiel, MMR, Division Superintenden
A "New" Experience
In mid-October I wandered up to King of Prussia to attend the
MER convention. How this qualifies as a new experience is not
entirely obvious or clear. I have been attending these for many
years now, without fail. And, while not a frequent location for me
to visit, King of Prussia holds no mystery as long ago, when I lived
in Pennsylvania, the massive mall there was the destination of all
shopping sojourners. One could then and now trudge across the
endless tundra of shopping opportunities in a seemingly infinite
wilderness of what passed for commerce. No, I just attended the
convention, and there is where novelty resides. You see, for the
prior ten years I spent my time at MER conventions firmly
anchored in the Contest Room working as the MER Contest Chair.
This year I was free of that anchor's chain to do other things. I
almost forgot what that was like!
I went to clinics and was able to relax, enjoy the array of
topics and presentations, and actually learn something now and
again. I had planned to attend one such clinic on poultry cars and
that industry—having some small interest in those cars. I was not
disappointed, as I came into the room early to spot a sizable
crowd at the demo table circled about the presenter of the
ongoing clinic demonstrating options for sound using cellphone
technology. This was Kaylee Zheng and as it turned out, she was
to be the presenter also of the next clinic on those poultry cars. I
was not disappointed! Kaylee presented a very entertaining
program about the evolution of the poultry rail business and its
live poultry transport cars, its operations, and its eventual
decline. While that was interesting by itself, what was more
captivating was her work to take plans for a specific car, translate
those to CAD files for 3D printing, and then follow that through to
make parts (ends and sides) that could provide a source of these
cars. This really demonstrated where scratchbuilding and model
building is headed now. Building the old wood kit now seems to be
passé, and if you can locate plans for a car, someone out there (if
not yourself!) could translate that to the files for 3D printing. This
makes just about any freight car accessible. Of course, details and
all the finishing steps are still required. However, this option
should beat the price tag on that brass poultry car.

* all email addresses end with
@potomac-nmra.org
Click on address to send email.
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I gave two clinics that had surprisingly good attendance. I was
not expecting the numbers in the rooms, and had not printed
quite enough handouts for all. I noted that a few other Potomac
Division members were on the schedule giving clinics, too. In fact,
I noticed a good number of Potomac Division members in
attendance. In the recent past, Potomac Division member
attendance has not been the best (around 3%); this year our
Division was represented by closer to 10% of our membership.
While I understand that cost weighs on some regarding
attendance at these events, I hope that some do find their way to attend the Regional conventions
in the future, as this was a very good convention with much to do, and many good clinics. In
addition, yes, next year's convention is a bit of a hike down to our host, Carolina Southern. But,
start your planning now, and get a little creative. I'll see you there!
I did actually dare to enter the Contest Room to drop off a few entries and do a bit of
troubleshooting, but I assiduously avoided the room to the best of my abilities—going so far as to
travel to Strasburg to the O scale meet there on Saturday. I have long been a critic of the banquets
that are usually plagued with something that claims to be food, are grossly overpriced, and are
accompanied by a plenary speaker who either drones on until people pass out or is so bad that
members of the audience are jamming spoons in their ears to stop the pain. Surprise! The food was
quite acceptable, and the evening's speaker was quite entertaining. I am cautiously optimistic
regarding the continued life of the MER convention.
Lastly, during the banquet, all of the MMR's in the room were brought forward to recognize
them as well as the seven new MMRs since the last convention. Within this year's group were myself
and the Potomac Division's newest MMR # 647, Ernie Little, our own Assistant Superintendent. Next
time you see Ernie, make sure you congratulate him on his achievements!
Websites and Change.
You may or may not have noticed changes to the Potomac Division website. If you have not
noticed them, then you need to go to the website and take a good, long visit and look around for a
while. Marshall Abrams has been quite busy making all sorts of updates to the site, updating
compatibility, and adding more information that you should find useful. There is a large amount of
information there that our members should be taking advantage of now. There are event calendars
that provide information about the dates of open house events through 2020 with links to more
specifics, dates and links for the modeling outreach program—clinics and open houses combined,
and then dates and links to the various MER and National NMRA conventions as that information
becomes available. These are all there so you can make plans well in advance to attend Division,
Regional, and National events. If you know of events that you think would be of real interest to
other members, send that information to me as early as possible. The further in advance that we
can communicate this sort of information to our members, the better this will work for both
organizers and attendees.
On another front, the Yahoo groups—long on life support after the last "update"—appear to be
slated for functional elimination. Are forums and such things of the past? Are they still useful or
needed? I have no idea. Nonetheless, we're looking into starting a new group over on Groups.io as a
test. No, we will not be doing the mass migration route that other groups have chosen to do. We're
going to start fresh and make sure that the members of our site will all be Potomac Division or at
least NMRA members who we know and can validate.
One last thing: keep an eye open on your inbox (or mailbox) for more information regarding the
2020 Board elections! X
The Potomac Division, Mid-Eastern
Region, National Model Railroad
Association includes the District of
Columbia; Calvert, Charles,
Montgomery, Prince George's and St
Mary's Counties in Maryland; Arlington,
Fairfax, Fauquier, Loudoun, Prince
William, and Rappahannock Counties in
Virginia, as well as all area
independent cities.
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Achievement Program News
Great news—the Potomac
Division has a new Master Model
Railroader—Ernie Little!
Ernie finished the last
certificate he needed, Cars, just
before the Mid-East Region
Convention in October and was
recognized as an MMR at the
Convention banquet.
His last two cars were both
well done scratchbuilt models.
Each earned more than 100 of
the 125 possible points when
they were evaluated for Merit
Awards.
Pete LaGuardia earned
Achievement Program
certificates for Author and
Scenery. He earned half of the
Author points with his website—
https://petelaguardia.wixsite.c
om/mysite.
Bernie Kempinski had four
scratch-built cars evaluated
during the MER Convention. All
earned Merit Awards,which
completes the Car Certificate
for him. X

by Mat Thompson, MMR

Ernie built this 85-foot tobacco car from styrene using plans
from an old Ambroid kit. The prototype cars were so long, they
had portholes in the roof so there was light for loading the far
ends of the car.
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This cylindrical covered hopper has a curved body shape, a
modeling challenge that Ernie executed very well.
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Editor's Note: We Need Your Submissions
By Alex Belida, Flyer Editor
Most of you probably have experiences and knowledge worth sharing with your fellow modelers.
The Flyer wants to hear from you.
If you have an idea for an article, send us a brief description of what you propose to write. Send
it to: Potomac-Flyer@potomac-nmra.org.
Now a few notes: when you get approval for an article, please observe the following steps to get
your contribution into print.
1. First, compose and submit your piece in one of the following preferred formats: TXT, DOC,
DOCX, or RTF. Please do not double space after periods. Don’t hyphenate any words.
Don’t send us items with abnormal margins.
2. Then, consider what photos, illustrations or other graphics can go with the text. These are
essential. But DO NOT include them in your text. Instead, put notations in the text such as
“Insert Photo #1 here.” Send the illustrations separately (and numbered as you would want
them in the text, for example: “Belida1.jpg” or “PhotoEtch1.jpg”). JPG, GIF, or PNG formats
are best for pictures.
3. If you have captions you would prefer for your illustrations, please create a separate text for
captions only, each of which should be linked to a specific numbered picture. For example,
“’The front grill has been cut away from the engine’-with illustration #2.”
4. Also, don’t forget to add a short biographical sketch and provide a headshot photo of
yourself.
All articles are subject to editing (and photos might have to be relocated). However, if any edit
might affect the substance or meaning of your text, you will be asked if the proposed change
preserves both the accuracy and intent of your wording.
One more thing: even if you don’t want to write an article, we still could use your photos.
Recently we asked for submissions for a new feature called “Models We Admire” and published
some photos from our MMRs to inspire you. Maybe you think yours can’t match up? Well, you’ll
never know unless you send
us some.
A special note on photos:
please only send us photos
you took or photos for which
you have written permission
to use (and then tell us
whose photo it was so we
can give that person credit).
Please don’t just pluck
something off the Internet
and think you can use it
unless the owner of the
website states clearly that
his or her material is free to
use. We don’t want to run
afoul of any copyright
infringement situations!
Return to Bill of Lading
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Potomac Division Events Calendar
Potomac Division Events Calendar
Open House Schedule 2020
Jan. 18

Cameron Green

Maine Central Lower Road

HO

Broad Run, VA

Feb. 22

Dean Ripple

B&O Monongah Division

HO

Gaithersburg, MD

April 11

Brad Stanford

Cowan, TN a NC&SL helper district

N

Arlington, VA

May 30

Brad
Trenkamp

State Line Feed Co.

HO

Vienna, VA

Eureka and South Pass Railroad

HO

Rockville, MD

July 25

Alex Belida
Bernie
Kempinski

USMRR Aquia-Fredericksburg Line

O

Alexandria, VA

Aug. 15

John Swanson

Cresson Branch PRR

HO

Gainesville, VA

Sept. 5

Brian Sheron

LIRR Port Jefferson Branch

HO

Poolesville, MD

Sept. 5

Brian Benoit

Seneca Junction

HO

Poolesville, MD

Nov. tbd

George Meyrick

Not yet named

HO

Manassas, VA

This slot available.

HO

June 21

Dec. 5

Potomac Division Events Calendar
Outreach Program 2020
March 7

Surrat House, Clinton, MD

June tbd

Vienna, VA (NVMR)

Sept. tbd
Nov. tbd
miniCon 2020
April 4

St Matthews, Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA

Potomac Division Events Calendar
MER Conventions

2021, Oct. 21 - 24

Crowne Plaza Charlotte
Executive Park ,Charlotte, NC
Marriott Hunt Valley Inn,
Hunt Valley, MD

2022, tbd

tbd

2020, Oct. 15 - 18
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2023, tbd

tbd

Susquehanna Div.

2024, tbd

tbd

New Jersey Div.

National Conventions
July 12-18, 2020

St. Louis, MO

July 4-10, 2021

Santa Clara, CA

August 14-21, 2022

Birmingham UK
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